INTEROPERABILITY AND
INTEGRATION CONSULTING

Exchanging healthcare data when, where
and how you need it.
Orchestrate Healthcare is probably the premier integrator in the healthcare
technology space. They have a really strong team of specialists who really
know what they are doing, and they are easy to work with. I have been very
pleased with the hands-on leadership that Orchestrate Healthcare has
offered, and they will be the firm that we have on speed dial for any of our
third-party integration work.”
						VP, Technical Services
						KLAS Research
INTEROPERABILITY
AND INTEGRATION

We Deliver the Healthcare Interoperability
You Need Today

For over a decade, our team of experienced interoperability and integration professionals has supported
organizations of all types and sizes by developing solutions for complex interoperability challenges.
We are experts at:

• Supporting environments with rapidly evolving technology and changing needs
• Migrating and aggregating data from a broad array of solutions (regardless of vintage, complexity or brand)
via any interoperability framework format including X12, CCDA, HL7 V2.x, and FHIR
• Taking data from disparate healthcare records, and normalizing the data into a structured and
standardized format
• Making standardized data available, discoverable, understandable and actionable for automated processes
and analytics purposes
• Ensuring data generated by one system will be meaningful and usable by other systems based on different
technologies
• Connecting healthcare applications to enable the continuous flow of patient data between resident systems
and devices, and to external Health Information Exchange partners
• Leading projects from start to finish, or augmenting our customers’ integration teams

Comprehensive Interoperability Expertise

While many vendors focus on a single solution or class of solutions, Orchestrate Healthcare possesses a
depth of system-agnostic experience that enables us to understand the requirements for multiple
solutions in order to improve healthcare processes and drive results. Our interoperability and integration
professionals are true experts. On average, our consultants possess eighteen years of experience and
they have mastered a variety of solutions including:

Infor Cloverleaf
Epic Bridges
NextGen Mirth Connect
Orion Health
• Rhapsody
• Amadeus

InterSystems
• InterSystems Healthshare
— Health Connect
— Patient Index
— Info Exchange
§ Personal Community
§ Health Insight

Corepoint Health
• Integration Engine
• Community Exchange
Cerner
• CareAware
• OPENLink
• Open Engine

Improved Outcomes through Tailored Approach
Through many, many successful interoperability and integration projects and years of experience, Orchestrate Healthcare
EMR
has developed a robust, yet dynamic, Interoperability Process. We will tailor this Process to meet your organization’s
IMPLEMENTATION,
&
unique and specific needs and to comply with your rules and standards. Unlike others who install security-lax OPTIMIZATION
pre-set
rules
UPGRADE
and boxed routines, we develop custom solutions that:
• Eliminate unforgiving middleware

• Are easier to understand and maintain
after project completion
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• Clinical data aggregation for
reporting and analytics
• Data quality management
• Edit validation on existing data exchange

Data
Conversion
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• Provide results that work today and
into the future

• Collaboratively define the project scope
• Holistic approach to interoperability

• Interoperability framework
integration
• Requirements
• Rules analysis

• Agnostic review and recommendation of
solution that best fits your needs

• From managing the process to
stepping in where needed

Integration of
Systems: Internal
and External

• Internal
• External
- Lab and pharmacy connectivity - Payor-Provider and clearninghouse connectivity
- Clinical and HIE
- Revenue cycle management
- CMS (Medicare/Medicade reporting)
Patient Portals

Population Health
Accountable Care
Organizations

Data
Normalization

On-boarding
Practices and
Individuals

• Accurate and clinically normalized data for analysis and actions
which improve both clinical and financial outcomes.

• Ensuring successful adoption of the integration solutions chosen
• Hospital-Physician office connectivity

About Us
Orchestrate Healthcare delivers the outcomes healthcare organizations need. We are a multi-year Best in KLAS –
Technical Services awarded healthcare consulting firm specializing in four core competencies: EMR Consulting Services,
Interoperability and Integration Consulting, Information Security Consulting, and Activation & Go-Live Support. Our
Staff Augmentation practice is renowned for delivering insightful consultants to quickly help solve your business needs.
Our commitment to quality and to our customers’ success is second to none. We are known for being nimble, responsive
and accessible. Our team of experienced consultants excel at what we do, so your organization can excel at what you do.

OrchestrateHealthcare.com

If you are ready for a consulting company that exceeds your expectations rather than just talking about it, give us a call
today at 877-303-3377.
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